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SUMMARY

Protein structural stability and biological function-
ality are dictated by the formation of intradomain
cores and interdomain interfaces, but the intricate
sequence-structure-function interrelationships in
the packing of protein cores and interfaces remain
difficult to elucidate due to the intractability of
enumerating all packing possibilities and assessing
the consequences of all the variations. In this work,
groups of b strand residues of model antibody vari-
able domains were randomized with saturated muta-
genesis and the functional variants were selected for
high-throughput sequencing and high-throughput
thermal stability measurements. The results show
that the sequence preferences of the intradomain
hydrophobic core residues are strikingly flexible
among hydrophobic residues, implying that these
residues are coupled indirectly with antigen binding
through energetic stabilization of the protein struc-
tures. By contrast, the interdomain interface residues
are directly coupled with antigen binding. The inter-
domain interface should be treated as an integral
part of the antigen-binding site.

INTRODUCTION

Antibodies are becoming increasingly important as therapeutics.

Single-chain antibody fragments (scFv) are fundamental

building blocks for antibody-based therapeutics (Caravella and

Lugovskoy, 2010; Demarest and Glaser, 2008; Miller et al.,

2010; Holliger and Hudson, 2005; Huang et al., 2010; Nelson

and Reichert, 2009), which are frequently engineered with

powerful high-throughput platforms based on in vitro scFv

display on ribosome, phage, yeast, and other microbe surfaces

(Bradbury et al., 2011; Hoogenboom, 2005). Because of the

enormous potential in antibody therapeutics, many approaches
22 Structure 22, 22–34, January 7, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights
have been developed to optimize the scFv stability by screening

stable variants generated with random mutagenesis (Jermutus

et al., 2001; Jespers et al., 2004; Jung et al., 1999) and by rational

designs based on the consensus sequence principle (Steipe,

2004) in protein stability engineering (Demarest and Glaser,

2008; Ewert et al., 2003; Honegger, 2008; Jordan et al., 2009;

Kügler et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2010; Monsellier and Bedouelle,

2006; Wörn and Plückthun, 1998, 2001). Still, the intricate

sequence-structure-function interrelationships in the variable

domains and the interdomain interfaces of antibodies remain

insufficiently understood due to the limited scope in enumerating

all packing possibilities and in assessing the consequences in

protein stability and function due to the variations.

The general structural principles of the hydrophobic cores

surrounded by the b strands in antibody variable domains

have been the primary focus in protein engineering experiments

on immunoglobulin (Ig)-like structures. F-value analyses on the

folding transition states of various Ig-like structures that are not

obviously related in sequence homology have indicated that

the Ig-like structures share a common folding mechanism

where one key hydrophobic residue from each of the B, C, E,

and F b strands nucleates to form a central hydrophobic

cluster, which defines the characteristic Ig-like folding

topology. The peripheral segments—including the E-F b arch,

the C0 b strand, and, to a lesser degree, the B-C b arch—

consolidate around the central nucleus, followed by the final

docking of the A and G b strands (Billings et al., 2008; Cota

et al., 2001; Fowler and Clarke, 2001; Geierhaas et al., 2004;

Hamill et al., 2000a, 2000b; Lappalainen et al., 2008; Lorch

et al., 1999). The results have converged to the conclusion

that the stability of the Ig-like proteins is predominantly sup-

ported by the hydrophobic core residues, which are also

thought to play an important role in guiding the Ig-like folding

(Clarke et al., 1999). Although a more recent experiment

focused on the effects of the loop and other surface residues

on the Ig-like protein folding has revealed the influences of

the surface residues in the folding mechanism (Billings et al.,

2008), the hydrophobic core surrounded by the b strands

evidently remains the key determinant for the antibody variable

domain’s folding, stability, and thus function.
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Part of the primary knowledge enabling the basis for engineer-

ing antibody stability and function involves rationalizing the

coupling between the hydrophobic side-chain packing in and

between the variable domains and the antigen binding of the

complementarity determining regions (CDRs). The coupling of

protein functions with residues remote from the functional sites

has been a main concern in protein engineering, as a large body

of experimental evidence indicates that mutations frequently

have substantial long-range influences on the functions of pro-

teins. To focus on the effects of tertiary hydrophobic interactions

on antibody stability and function, we sought to enumerate the

hydrophobic packing configurations in the framework cores

and in the interdomain interface of a model scFv so as to assess

the corresponding protein stability and antigen affinity due to

the packing variations. This information would make clear the

hypothesis on the coupling of the tertiary hydrophobic interac-

tions with the antigen binding sites on the CDRs.

In this work, a total of 27 groups of consecutive or noncontig-

uous residues (three to nine residues) in the b strands of a human

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-binding scFv template

were randomized with saturated mutagenesis in phage-

displayed scFv libraries (Yu et al., 2012). The functional scFv var-

iants after a few rounds of selection for VEGF binding were

sequenced with next-generation sequencing (NGS). The stabil-

ities of randomly selected functional (VEGF-binding or protein-

A-binding) scFv variants were also assessed quantitatively with

high-throughput thermal inactivation (HTTI) measurements

(Miller et al., 2010). In contrast to the recent NGS studies

focusing on deriving sequence preference statistics from

single-mutation-per-variant libraries (Fowler et al., 2010; Hietpas

et al., 2011; Schlinkmann et al., 2012; Whitehead et al., 2012),

variants with simultaneous changes of several (three to nine) res-

idues in the hydrophobic packing would reveal the cooperativity

of the interacting residues. Also, unlike the natural antibody

sequences, the functional scFv variants from the recombinant

antibody libraries are largely free from phylogenetic biases

(Jäckel et al., 2010). In addition, the large-scale stability mea-

surements of functional scFv variants provide a thermodynamics

context corresponding to the sequence variations. The results

show that sequence preferences of the intradomain hydrophobic

core residues are flexible among hydrophobic residues, with

many alternative combinations enabling variable domains with

superior thermal stability to that of the variable domains encoded

with consensus sequences. By contrast, the interdomain inter-

face residues of the functional scFv variants binding to the

antigen are conserved with high stringency, suggesting that

the interdomain interface residues distant to the antigen-binding

site are directly coupled to the antibody-antigen interaction. The

knowledge gained in these aspects is expected to further the

understanding of sequence-structure-function relationships in

general and to enhance the basis for rational antibody engineer-

ing for stability and function in particular.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Selection of Functional scFv Variants from 27
Phage-Displayed Libraries
The main goal of the work is to elucidate the coupling of the

antibody-antigen interaction with the residues in the b strand
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regions distant from the antibody-antigen binding site. Consec-

utive amino acid residues in the b strand regions of an scFv were

randomized in phage-displayed libraries with saturated muta-

genesis (see Figure S1 and Supplemental Experimental Proce-

dures available online). Each of the libraries contained around

109 scFv variants (Tables S1 and S2) from randomization of three

to nine residues in the b strand regions of a template scFv

(dubbed Av1). The template scFv Av1 has been constructed

(Yu et al., 2012) on the basis of the 4D5 antibody framework

(Eigenbrot et al., 1993; Fuh et al., 2006) with the huVk1-huVH3

scFv construct (Figure S1). The 4D5 framework had been

optimized with the consensus sequence approach and the

robust stability of the 4D5 scFv had been demonstrated (Wörn

and Plückthun, 1999). The functional scFv variants were selected

with three to four rounds of a phage-display selection-

amplification cycle for binding to immobilized VEGF (Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures; Figure S2). The selected

scFv variants were then deep sequenced with 454 pyrosequenc-

ing (Supplemental Experimental Procedures; Table S4). Residue

positions that are highly conserved for VEGF binding are

expected to be coupled with the antigen-binding site in the scFv.

Sequence Preferences in the b Strand Regions of the
Functional scFv Variants
Figures 1A and 1B shows the deep sequencing results in color-

coded heatmaps for amino acid preferences and substitution

patterns at the b residue positions in the VL and VH domain of

the template scFv. Redundant (100% identical) sequences

were removed from sequence preference calculation (Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures). This is to eliminate (as much

as possible) the biases due to sequences that aremore favorable

in phage production, in PCR preparation, or in NGS sequencing

so as to ensure that the amino acid preferences (as shown in Fig-

ure 1) at each position are derived from diverse sequences. Each

cell of the heatmaps shows the color-coded individual informa-

tion content attributed to one of the 20 natural amino acids;

i.e., dji for amino acid type i (x axis) at position j (y axis) (see Equa-

tion 1 for dji). The sum of dji over the 20 amino acid types is the

information content at the position j; i.e., relative entropy Ij of

the position j (see Equation 2 for Ij), which is a measurement of

the information divergence between the amino acid type proba-

bility distributions before and after the selection process for

VEGF binding; a larger value of Ij indicates that the position j is

more selective toward the amino acid types with high dji value.

The relative entropy for each of the variable domain positions

is shown in Figures 1A and 1B next to the heatmaps. As shown

in Figure 1, many positions in the functional scFvs are highly

conserved in amino acid types. It is of interest to further

understand the principles underlying these relatively conserved

residue positions. These are the remote residue positions that

are nevertheless strongly coupled with the antigen-binding site

of the functional scFv variants.

The deep sequencing results reveal that amino acid type pref-

erences for each of the residue positions in the b strand regions of

the selected scFvs are, as expected, dependent on the burial

level of the residue side chains and that each residue position

is marked by the level of promiscuousness in amino acid type

and by the amino acid substitution pattern, depending on struc-

tural roles of the residue position. As shown in Figures 1A and 1B,
, 22–34, January 7, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 23
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Figure 1. Sequence Preferences Derived from NGS Data in the b Strand Regions of the Model Av1 scFv

The heatmaps show the sequence preferences for the b strand regions of the VL domain (A) and the VH domain (B). The columns from left to right show information

on ,, template Av1 scFv sequence, CDR regions (background in red), and outer loop (background in orange); :, secondary structure assignments from the

(legend continued on next page)
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the residue positions in the scFv b strand regions can be catego-

rized into fivemajor groups of distinguished structural character-

istics: residue side chains exposed on the protein surface

(labeled ‘‘O’’), residue side chains forming the upper core in

each of the variable domains (labeled ‘‘U’’), residue side chains

forming the lower hydrophobic core in each of the variable do-

mains (labeled ‘‘L’’), residue side chains involving in hydrogen-

bonding or electrostatic interactions (labeled ‘‘H’’), and residue

side chains buried in the interface between the two variable

domains (labeled ‘‘I’’). The average relative entropy Ij for each

of the residue position groups in VL is 1.28 ± 0.68 (O), 2.08 ±

0.94 (U), 2.05 ± 1.34 (L), 1.74 ± 0.97 (H), and 2.19 ± 0.94 (I),

respectively, and in VH is 1.53 ± 1.12 (O), 1.59 ± 1.09 (U), 2.40 ±

0.93 (L), 2.66 ± 1.05 (H), and 2.67 ± 1.12 (I), respectively. Although

the SDs are relatively large, the average relative entropies above

indicate the general trends that the residue positions with side

chains protruding into solvation environment are the least selec-

tive in amino acid type and that the residue positions in the lower

and the upper cores of the variable domains aremore selective in

amino acid type, but not as selective as the residue positions

buried in the interface between the two variable domains.

Residue side chains exposed to solvent (relative solvent expo-

sure > 25%) are mostly interchangeable in polar and charged

amino acid types, except for the C-terminal framework regions

in both variable domains, L98–L102 and H103–H107. The

sequence preferences of the C-terminal surface residues are

attributed to the conserved structure-wise critical glycine (L99,

L101, H104, H106). The only unexpectedly conserved surface

residues are Lys-L42 and Ala-L43, but more careful investigation

with Sanger sequencing of the functional variants concluded that

these two residues are not necessarily conserved for protein

structure and function (see Figure 2A below).

The hydrophobic core residues in the variable domains are

unanimously hydrophobic, but the amino acid type substitutions

are differentially tolerated from position to position. The hydro-

phobic core between the two b sheets in an immunoglobulin

variable domain is divided in the middle by a layer of consistently

conserved residues: Trp-H36, Cys-H22, and Cys-H92 in the VH

domain and Trp-L35, Cys-L23, and Cys-L88 in the VL domain.

In both variable domains, the lower halves of the hydrophobic

cores distal to the CDRs are centered on a structure-wise equiv-

alent core composed of a few residues with strong amino acid

type preferences: Phe-L62, Leu-L73, Ile-I75, and Tyr-L86 in the

VL domain and Phe-H67, Leu-H80, Tyr-H90, Val-H109, and

Val-H111 in the VH domain (Figures 1A and 1B; Table S5; Fig-

ure S4). These conserved residues form the structural core in

each of the variable domains and are also highly relevant in sta-

bilizing the protein structures, as demonstrated in thermal stabil-

ity measurements below. These core residues are only a fraction

of the lower hydrophobic core, and not all of the lower hydropho-

bic core residues are equally conserved. In each variable
Protein Data Bank;;, Kabat number (grayscale background shows the relative pe

sequence (grayscale background shows the percentage consensus of the consen

http://biochemistry.utoronto.ca/steipe/research/canonical.html); -, five major g

lower core; H, hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interaction; I, interdomain inter

information content 0.25 3 Ij (Equation 2); R�C: sequence preference heatmaps

their dji values (Equation 1). The number in some of the cells indicates the ava

Equation 3] of the amino acid type derived from the HTTI-filtered scFv variants (s
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domain, about half of the lower hydrophobic residues, which

surround the aforementioned conserved core, are tolerant in

substitutions among hydrophobic amino acid types (ALIVMF;

Figures 1A and 1B). As such, it can be envisaged that the lower

hydrophobic core is composed of two layers: a central core with

conserved amino acid types and a peripheral layer with more

flexible amino acid type substitutions. This view is consistent

with the F-value analysis of Ig-like structures (Billings et al.,

2008; Cota et al., 2001; Fowler and Clarke, 2001; Geierhaas

et al., 2004; Hamill et al., 2000a, 2000b; Lappalainen et al.,

2008; Lorch et al., 1999). By contrast, the upper core residues

are not limited to hydrophobic interactions, with one pair of

moderately conserved hydrophobic residues (Met-L4 and

Leu-H4). The upper core residues are conventionally defined

as part of the CDRs (North et al., 2011), and the amino acid

type substitution patterns are closely related to the CDR confor-

mation. Thus, the amino acid type substitution patterns in the

upper core could be affected both by the binding of the antigen

and by the folding stability. Only a fraction of upper core residues

are included in the b strand regions shown in Figure 1.

The interface residues between the two variable domains in

the template scFv are highly selective in amino acid types.

Unlike the lower hydrophobic core, the interface is constituted

by more aromatic residues: Tyr-L36, Tyr-L49, Tyr-L87, and

Phe-L98 in the VL domain and Trp-H47, Tyr-H91, and

Trp-H103 in VH domain (Table S5; Figure S4). The side chains

of the conserved aromatic residues form a loosely defined

middle aromatic cluster, surrounded by nonaromatic interface

residues (Ala-L34, Pro-L44, Leu-L46, Gln-L89, His-H35,

Val-H37, Leu-H45, Gly-H50, Ala-H93) (Table S5; Figure S4).

The interface residues are, on average, the most stringent in

amino acid type substitution; the interface aromatic core residue

positions prefer to be substituted among aromatic residues,

whereas the nonaromatic interface residues tend to be

substituted by other nonaromatic residues (Figures 1A and

1B). The results highlight the importance of interactions

involving aromatic side chains in the interface between the

variable domains in the template scFv.

Residue side chains involving hydrogen-bonding networks are

also conserved with strong amino acid type preferences. These

residues include Glu-H6, Asn-H76, Arg-H94, Asp-H101, Gln-

H105, and Thr-H107 in the VH domain and Gln-L6, Gln-L100,

and Thr-L102 in the VL domain (Table S5; Figure S4).

Comparisons of the NGS Sequence Profiles, Sanger
Sequencing Profiles, and Consensus Sequence Profiles
Derived from Natural Sequence Database
The NGS data shown in Figure 1 provide a view of amino acid

substitution patterns with rich detail from a large volume of

sequence data, but the downside is the difficulty to confirm

that each of the sequences from NGS is functional. In contrast,
rcentage of burial in the folded scFv structure);A, human antibody consensus

sus sequence; consensus sequence and percentage consensus obtained from

roups of distinguished structural characteristics (O, surface; U, upper core; L,

face; d, disulfide bond), with the colored background showing the range of the

derived from NGS data for the 20 amino acid types color-coded according to

ilable appearance frequency [nearest integer for 10 3 q(j,i), q(j,i) defined in

ee the corresponding main text).
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Figure 2. Comparisons of NGS Profiles, Sanger Sequence Profiles, and Consensus Sequence Profiles from the Natural Sequence Database

Sequence LOGOs for each of the VL (A) and VH (B) domain libraries are derivedwith Equations 1, 2, and 3. The y axis shows the information content Ij and the x axis

shown the residue positions in Kabat number. The column ‘‘VEGF(+)’’ shows sequence LOGOs for nonredundant VEGF-binding scFv variants confirmed with

ELISA; the sequences were obtained with the Sanger method. The column ‘‘NGS’’ shows next-generation sequencing results (data from Figure 1). The column

‘‘Consensus’’ shows the LOGOs from database sequences of human antibody V kappa1 (A) and VH3 (B) family (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The

symbol + points to critical glycines; the symbol points to interior residues; the symbol A points to interface residues; the symbol ; points to hydrogen

(legend continued on next page)
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Sanger sequencing of functional variants provides sequence

information with precise confidence from the confirmation of

the function of each sequence, but the volume of Sanger

sequencing data is orders of magnitude smaller than the

sequence volume from NGS, and the downside is that the

sampling space could be limited. Hence, the sequence prefer-

ence results need to be validated with consensus from the

NGS data set and the Sanger sequence data set.

Figures 2A and 2B compare the deep sequencing results

shown in Figure 1 with Sanger sequencing results of randomly

selected functional scFv variants confirmed for VEGF binding

with ELISA (see below and Supplemental Experimental Proce-

dures; Tables S3 and S4). The information contents attributed

to each amino acid type are shown in the LOGO form (Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures), where the relative entropy Ij
(the y axis in Figure 2) at position j (the x axis in Figure 2) is the

sum of individual dji attributed to the amino acid type i shown

as the size of the amino acid type character in the LOGO

plot. The quantitative comparison between each pair of the

LOGO plots derived from NGS and Sanger sequencing is

shown as the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R) and the

p value of the t test next to each of pair of plots in Figure 2. The

quantitative comparisons indicate that the two sets of data share

similar patterns in general and thus lead to generally agreeable

implications.

On the other hand, the consensus sequence profiles derived

from natural antibody sequences (Supplemental Experimental

Procedures) are different from the corresponding profiles from

NGS and Sanger sequencing (Figures 2A and 2B) in that only a

small fraction of the positions in the variable domain sequences

need to be conserved as the consensus sequence to support the

structural stability and functionality. The comparisons indicate

that the natural antibody variable domain sequence variations

remain largely confined to the germline sequence, while the

tolerance of the sequence variations can only be revealed with

the functional variants in the large recombinant libraries without

phylogenetic biases.

The highly conserved residues, which are thus strongly

coupled with the antigen binding, appear mostly in structure-

wise equivalent positions in the heavy- and light-chain variable

domain. These residue pairs are marked by the symbols in Fig-

ures 2A and 2B for the VL domain and the VH domain, respec-

tively. Table S5 summarizes the equivalent pairs of these highly

conserved residues. Figure S4 shows the superimposition of

the two variable domains and the highly conserved residue

pairs that are structure-wise equivalent (Table S5). Most of

the highly conserved residues pairs emerging from the results

are distributed in the hydrophobic core (Figures 2A and 2B; Fig-

ure S4D) and in the interface (Figures 2A and 2B; Figure S4E).

The majority (92%) of the hydrophobic core and interface resi-

due pairs as shown in Table S5 are identical to the consensus

sequence (Figures 2A and 2B), suggesting that these residue

pairs could play key roles in protein structure and function
bonding residues. The structures of these residues (also listed in Table S5) are sho

Figure 5. The symbol : points to the interface residues in Figure 6. Experimental

The sequence of the template scFv (Av1) and designs of phage-displayed librar

results are shown in Tables S1 and S2 and Figure S2. The number of sequences

sequences and corresponding T50’s are shown in Table S6.
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throughout the antibody variable domain families. The consis-

tency of the key residue positions in both variable domains sug-

gests that the structural information is encoded in the variable

domain sequences in a comparable manner, although the

sequence similarity between the two variable domains in the

template scFv (Av1) is only 26%. Other structure-wise equiva-

lent residue pairs with strong sequence preferences are struc-

turally critical glycines (Figures 2A and 2B; Figure S4C; Table

S5) and residue side chains involving hydrogen bonding (Fig-

ures 2A and 2B; Figure S4F; Table S5). However, only 50% of

the latter two groups of residue pairs follow the consensus

sequence requirements (Table S5; also see Figures 2A and

2B), suggesting that alternative structural codes in these re-

gions could be equally feasible for the variable domains’ folding

and stability.

High-Throughput Measurements for scFv Thermal
Stability
The statistical analysis above has highlighted the key residues

coupled to the function of the scFvs, but it is not clear whether

the coupling is mediated through energetic stabilization of the

functional conformation of the scFvs. One interpretation of

deep sequencing data based on the statistical analysis shown

in Figure 1 is built on the assumption that the energetic contribu-

tion to the overall protein stability from an individual residue is

somewhat proportional to the relative entropy of the residue

shown in Equation 2, provided that the distributions of the amino

acid types in the protein ideally follow the Boltzmann distribution

reflecting the free energy of the protein system. In addition, the

assumption is applicable to a residue position when it is energet-

ically uncoupled from all the other residues in the protein as a first

approximation. The applicability of the assumptions above

cannot be inferred by the deep sequencing data shown in Fig-

ure 1 alone.

An alternative hypothesis that the selected functional scFvs at

room temperature are mainly populated with sequences accom-

modating folding requirements, but not necessarily optimized for

thermal stability, could lead to an alternative interpretation of the

statistics shown in Figure 1. This hypothesis can be tested by

examining if the sequence features are still conserved in the

more thermally stable scFvs.

HTTI measurements (Miller et al., 2010; Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures) are suitable to validate the statistical

interpretations of the deep sequencing data. Figure 3 shows

the correlation between the T50 from the HTTI measurement for

VEGF binding and the melting temperature Tm derived from dif-

ferential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures). The threshold temperature T50 reflects the

irreversible loss of 50% VEGF-binding capability of the template

scFv Av1 and marks the initial stage of the scFv denaturation

preceding the global structural disruption at the melting temper-

ature Tm, where the overall exposure of the main hydrophobic

core of the protein takes place. Figure 3 also compares the
wn in Figure S4. The symbolC points to the lower core hydrophobic residues in

procedures are described in detail in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

ies are shown in Figure S1. Phage-display library constructions and selection

from Sanger sequencing and NGS is shown in Tables S3 and S4; scFv variant
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Figure 3. Comparison of HTTI Measurements with DSC Measure-

ments for the Av1 scFv Template

(A) Shown are the thermal denaturing curves of purified template scFv Av1

measured by DSC in the presence of TCEP (gray curve) and in the absence of

TCEP (black curve).

(B) Shown are the thermal denaturing curves of secreted soluble template scFv

Av1 in culturemediummeasured by thermal inactivation of the VEGF binding in

the presence of TCEP (triangles) and in the absence of TCEP (diamonds).

The scFv expression/purification and the thermal stability measurement

procedures are described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
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T50’s of the template scFv Av1 for VEGF binding in the presence

or absence of moderate concentration of TCEP [20 mM tris

(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine], which was used to reduce the

scFv intradomain disulfide bond upon thermal denaturation so

as to prevent refolding of the heat-treated scFv. As expected,

the irreversible heat denaturation condition resulted in lower

T50 in the presence of TCEP. This irreversible heat denaturation

condition was used throughout this work.

Sequence Features Contributing to the Thermal
Stability of the Variable Domains
The HTTI experiment, which is compatible with the high-

throughput ELISA platform (Supplemental Experimental Proce-

dures), was applied to more than 1,000 scFv variants selected

for VEGF binding from the phage-displayed libraries, and the

results are shown in Table S6. The sequences of the scFv

variants with T50 measurements were determined by Sanger

sequencing, and the results are also listed in Table S6. Because

the template scFv Av1 binds to VEGFwith the CDRs and binds to

Protein A through the VH framework region (Figure 4A) (Fuh et al.,

2006; Graille et al., 2000), the HTTI experiments were carried out

by measuring the scFv-VEGF binding and the scFv-Protein A

binding. Figures 4B and 4C plot the distributions (y axis) of the

VEGF-based T50’s [T50(VEGF)] and the Protein-A-based T50’s

[T50(PrA)] for the selected scFv variants from each of the scFv

libraries (x axis). Figure 4D shows the high correlation between

the two sets of T50measurements (Figures 4B and 4C), indicating

that the scFv binding capability to VEGF and Protein A is
28 Structure 22, 22–34, January 7, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights
cooperatively abolished during the thermal denaturation of the

scFv variants. Because a portion of the T50(PrA) data are incom-

plete due to the disruption of the scFv-Protein A binding sites

in the scFv variants of some libraries (Figure 4C), only the

T50(VEGF) data are used for the following discussion.

The comparison of the deep sequencing statistics and the

HTTI data confirms that the key residues critical to the scFv sta-

bility as highlighted by the deep sequencing statistics are mostly

validated with the HTTI measurements. Figures 1A and 1B

compare the sequence preferences derived from deep

sequencing with the sequence preferences of the scFv variants

for which the T50(VEGF)s are greater than T50
Av1(VEGF)-5�C,

where the T50
Av1(VEGF) is the T50(VEGF) of the template scFv

Av1 (Figure 3). These scFv variants have thus been confirmed

to be similar to or more robust than the template scFv in thermal

stability. The frequencies [q(j,i) in Equation 3] of the key residues

emerging from the HTTI-filtered scFv variants are presented by

the numbers in the cells of the heatmaps in Figures 1A and 1B.

The two sets of amino acid frequencies derived from the NGS

statistics and the HTTI-filtered scFv variants are significantly

correlated, as shown in Figures 4E and 4F. The consistency indi-

cates that the energetic assumption for the NGS statistics is

qualitatively appropriate to the first approximation. That is, the

key residues observed in NGS data are also required in opti-

mizing the stability of the proteins. The discrepancies appear

mostly in theC-terminal b strands (H104–H107 in the heavy chain

and L98–L107 in the light chain), indicating that the C-terminal b

strands could accommodate flexible sequence features while

remaining optimized in thermal stability.

The HTTI data indicate that the local sequences in the

C-terminal b strands of both variable domains, especially the

residue positions near the lower hydrophobic core, can be

further optimized to stabilize the scFv variants with thermal sta-

bility above that of the consensus-sequence-optimized template

scFv. As shown in Figures 4B and 4C, only the scFv variants with

alternative residues in the L7, L8B, H8A, and H8C regions can

have superior thermal stability to that of the template scFv. L7

and H8A are near the CDR3s, which are involved in antigen bind-

ing (Yu et al., 2012). Residues in the L8B and H8C regions, on the

other hand, are distal to the VEGF-binding site and can enhance

the thermal stability of the variable domains only through inter-

acting with the lower hydrophobic core. This result pointed to

the possibility that the lower hydrophobic core could be further

optimized to enhance the thermal stability beyond that of the

consensus-sequence-optimized template.

Sequence Preferences of the Lower Hydrophobic Cores
in Antibody Variable Domains
The NGS and HTTI results above indicate that the residue side

chains involving the lower hydrophobic packing peripheral to

the central core of the variable domains are interchangeable in

hydrophobic amino acid types (Figure 1) and, moreover, the

optimization of the peripheral hydrophobic packing can improve

the thermal stability of the variable domains (Figure 4). These

conclusions were further validated by simultaneously diversi-

fying the amino acid side-chain composition and characterizing

the side-chain requirements in the lower hydrophobic core. One

phage-displayed library with scFv variants enumerating all

combinatorial possibilities of the nine lower core hydrophobic
reserved
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Figure 4. Thermal Stability Measurements of scFv Variants

(A) The relative binding orientations of VEGF/G6 Fab variable domain complex (2FJG) with Protein A (1DEE; Protein A only) and Protein L (1HEZ; Protein L only) are

shown in the composite structure.

(B) The T50 for VEGF binding [T50(VEGF)] is the temperature at which the scFv loses 50%of binding capacity to VEGF in the presence of TCEP (A). TheDT50(VEGF),

as shown in the y axis, is the relative denaturation temperature: DT50(VEGF) = T50(VEGF) � T50
Av1(VEGF), where T50

Av1(VEGF) = 65.5�C in the presence of TCEP

(Figure 3). The data points were derived from HTTI measurements with scFv variants selected for VEGF binding (except for variant sets labeled as Eq_PrA and

Ds_PrA, which were selected for Protein A binding) from each of the libraries (x axis). Themean and SD for each of the distributions are superimposed on the data

points (black dots).

(C) The T50 for Protein A binding [T50(PrA)] is the temperature at which the scFv loses 50%of binding capacity to Protein A in the presence of TCEP. TheDT50(PrA),

as shown in the y axis, is the relative denaturation temperature: DT50(PrA) = T50(PrA)� T50
Av1(PrA), where T50

Av1(PrA) = 69.5�C in the presence of TCEP. The data

pointswere derivedwith the same sets of scFv variants used in (B). Themean andSD for each of the distributions are superimposedon thedata points (black dots).

(D) For each of the scFv variants with both measurements of DT50(VEGF) and DT50(PrA) in (B) and (C), respectively, the data point in the plot shows the

corresponding pair of DT50(PrA) (y axis) and DT50(VEGF) (x axis). The T50 measurement results are shown in Table S6 in detail.

(E) The plot shows correlation of the two sets of frequencies [q(j,i); see Equation 3] of amino acid types derived from NGS data (Figure 1B) and from HTTI-filtered

variants (Table S6) for the VL domain. R is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, and the p value was calculated with a t test.

(F) The same as in (E) for the VH domain.
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Figure 5. Sequence Features for the Lower

Hydrophobic Cores in the VH and the

VL Domain of Functional scFv Variants

Selected from the HC-Core and LC-Core

Libraries with Simultaneous Mutagenesis

of Nine Residues with Hydrophobic Amino

Acid LIVFM in Each Core

(A) Sequence preferences of the functional scFv

variants selected for VEGF binding from the LC-

core library are shown in the LOGOs; the y axis

shows Ij calculated with Equations 1, 2, and 3

based on the background probabilities derived

from the phage-displayed library design (see text).

The x axis shows the wild-type amino acid in the

template scFv. The distribution of theDT50(VEGF)s

of these scFv variants are shown in Figure 4B (data

for LC core). The symbolC points to the inner core

hydrophobic residues. The sequences and corre-

sponding T50(VEGF)s of the selected scFv variants

are shown in Table S6.

(B) The LOGOs show the sequence preferences

from the Monte Carlo simulations of the nine lower

core hydrophobic residues in the VL domain.

(C) Same as in (A) for the functional scFv variants

selected from the HC-core library.

(D) Same as in (B) for the nine lower core

hydrophobic residues in the VH domain.
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residues (Figure S4G) was constructed for each of the variable

domains of the template scFv (the LC-core and HC-core

libraries; Figure S1). The two nine-residue sets are structure-

wise equivalent in the two variable domains (Figure S4G). Each

of the residue positions was diversified among the five hydro-

phobic amino acid types (LIVFM) with the degenerate codons

[D(G 33%; A 33%; T 33%)-T-K(T 50%; G 50%); L:I:V:F:M =

1:1:2:1:1] in the phage-displayed libraries. ScFvs were selected

for VEGF binding, followed by the HTTI measurements for the

selected scFvs. The T50(VEGF)s and the corresponding scFv

sequences are shown in Table S6. The distributions of the

T50(VEGF)s are plotted in Figure 4B. The HTTI measurements

show that some of the scFv variants from the two libraries

have superior thermal stability to that of the template scFv

(data for LC-core and HC-core in Figure 4B). The sequence pref-

erences for the nine residue positions are shown in Figures 5A

and 5C for VL and VH, respectively. The strikingly low information

content (Ij < 1) shown in Figures 5A and 5C indicates that these

residue positions are highly interchangeable among the hydro-

phobic amino acid types (see also Table S6 for sequence

details). Even the core residues (Phe-L62, Leu-L73, Phe-H67,

and Leu-H80, indicated with arrows in Figure 2) originally thought

to be highly conserved (Table S5) are largely interchangeable

among the hydrophobic amino acid types when the surrounding

packing side chains are allowed to covariegate.

The covariation correlations of all residue pairs in the func-

tional LC-core and HC-core sequences were evaluated with

the correlation coefficient (F-value) calculations (Wang et al.,

2009). None of the residue pairs in the LC core and HC core

are correlated in covariation based on the statistical significance

criteria of p value < 0.001, F-value > 0.5, and at least 10% of

appearance in the sequence pool (Wang et al., 2009). This result
30 Structure 22, 22–34, January 7, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights
suggests that packing of the LC and HC cores is not governed by

preferable pairwise interactions between amino acid types. The

aromatic side chain (Phe) contributes marginally to the packing

configurations; the hydrophobic cores are mostly composed of

aliphatic side chains.

Not only are the amino acid types flexible for the residues in

the lower hydrophobic packing region, but the packing con-

figurations could also be diverse. Computer simulations of the

lower core hydrophobic side-chain packing with fixed backbone

structure were carried out with the Metropolis Monte Carlo

method based on the relative thermodynamic stabilities esti-

mated with FoldX (Van Durme et al., 2011) (Supplemental Exper-

imental Procedures). The simulated packing configurations with

FoldX packing energy lower than that of the template scFv were

used to generate the simulated sequence preferences (Figures

5B and 5D) and side-chain conformation (c1 angle) preferences

(Figure S5). These packing configurations are expected to satisfy

the native-like protein packing density requirements without van

der Waals volume clashes under the constant main-chain struc-

ture. The computer-simulated sequence preferences shown in

Figures 5B and 5D do not exactly reflect the experimental results

shown in Figures 5A and 5C, but the low information content for

the simulated sequence preferences is in agreement with the

expectation from the experimental results, indicating that, given

a fixed backbone structure, the hydrophobic amino acid types

are highly interchangeable within the given overall packing

volume, while satisfying the high packing density requirements.

Moreover, the c1 angle distributions of the simulated packing

residue side chains shown in Figure S5 are not centered on the

corresponding c1 angles in the scFv template, indicating that

the combinations of the side-chain conformations do not need

to be unique to satisfy the packing density requirement. The
reserved
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Figure 6. Sequence Preferences of the Res-

idues in the Interdomain Interface

(A) The sequence preferences of the central

interdomain interface residues are shown by the

LOGOs, which are derived with nonredundant

sequences of functional scFv variants selected for

VEGF binding from the Eq phage-displayed library

with the four residues randomized with saturated

mutagenesis. The x axis shows the wild-type

amino acid in the template scFv. The distributions

of DT50(VEGF) and DT50(PrA) of this set of scFv

variants are also shown in Figures 4B and 4C

(marked by Eq_VEGF in the x axis), respectively.

(B) The sequence preferences of the central

interdomain interface residues are shown by the

LOGOs, which are derived with nonredundant

sequences of functional scFv variants selected for

Protein A binding from the Eq phage-displayed

library. The distribution of DT50(PrA) of this set of

scFv variants is shown in Figure 4C (marked by

Eq_PrA in the x axis). DT50(VEGF)s for this set of

scFv variants were not measured because the

VEGF binding of most of the scFv variants in the

Eq_PrA set was not detectable with ELISA.

(C) The sequence preferences of the peripheral

interdomain interface residues are shown by the

LOGOs, which are derived with nonredundant

sequences of functional scFv variants selected for

VEGF binding from the Ds phage-displayed library

with the four residues randomized with saturated

mutagenesis. The distributions of DT50(VEGF) and

DT50(PrA) of this set of scFv variants are shown in

Figures 4B and 4C (marked by Ds_VEGF in the x

axis), respectively.

(D) The sequence preferences of the peripheral interdomain interface residues are shown by the LOGOs, which are derived with nonredundant sequences of

functional scFv variants selected for Protein A binding from the Ds phage-displayed library. The distribution of DT50(PrA) of this set of scFv variants is shown in

Figure 4C (marked by Ds_PrA in the x axis). DT50(VEGF)s for this set of scFv variants were not measured because the VEGF binding of most of the scFv variants in

the Ds_PrA set was not detectable with ELISA. The sequences and the corresponding DT50(PrA) and DT50(VEGF) are also listed in Table S6.
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simulations did not explain the extremely low information con-

tent at the position of Val-L58 and the highly conserved Ile-L75

observed experimentally. The residue position of Val-L58 is situ-

ated in the flexible loop region between CDR-L2 and the outer

loop, and thus the low information content could be due to the

dynamic property of the loop region, which was not taken into

consideration in the Monte Carlo simulations.

The results shown in Figures 5 and S5 suggest that the lower

hydrophobic packing cores of antibody variable domains are

compatible with a large number of combinations of hydrophobic

aliphatic amino acid side chains, many of which are superior in

thermal stability to thewild-type hydrophobic packing configura-

tions. All of these hydrophobic packing configurations are

compatible in supporting the CDR conformations for effective

antigen binding. The VEGF-binding affinities of a set of represen-

tative scFv variants were measured with VEGF binding in the

presence of the template scFv Av1 as a competitor for VEGF

binding (competitive phage ELISA; Supplemental Experimental

Procedures), and the results indicate that the VEGF-binding

affinities of these representative scFv variants are all similar to

the template scFv (Figure S3). There is no clear correlation

between the thermal stability and the VEGF-binding affinity.

This indicates that the amino acid sequence preferences of the

lower hydrophobic core are mostly energetic and topological
Structure 22
determinants supporting protein folding but are not coupled

directly to the functional conformation of the CDRs.

Sequence Preferences of the Residues in the Interface
between the Antibody Variable Domains
In contrast to the high interchangeabilities of the residues in the

central packing region of the variable domains, the residues in

the interface between the two variable domains in the scFv are

much more conserved in amino acid preferences and are

coupled to the antigen recognition site formed by CDRs. A

phage-displayed scFv library (the Eq library; Figure S1; Table

S1) with four residues in the center of the interdomain interface

(Tyr-L36, Phe-L98, Val-H37, and Trp-H103; see Figure S4E for

structures) randomized with saturated mutagenesis was con-

structed and selected for VEGF binding and for Protein A

binding. Figure 6A summarizes the sequence preferences for

nonredundant scFv variants selected for VEGF binding. The

scFvs selected for VEGF binding bind to both VEGF and Protein

A (Table S6) as expected, because the prerequisite of the func-

tional CDR structure is the fully folded VH domain structure. The

sequence preferences for the nonredundant Protein-A-binding

scFv variants are summarized in Figure 6B. By contrast, most

of the scFvs selected for Protein A binding do not bind to

VEGF detectable by ELISA (Table S6), suggesting that the
, 22–34, January 7, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 31
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interface residues supporting the VH domain structure do not

necessarily support the functional structure of the CDRs. The

highly conserved VEGF-binding scFv variants (Figure 6A)

suggest that the central interface residues, especially residues

with an aromatic side chain, outside the conventional CDRs

are strongly coupled with VEGF binding, whereas the coupling

of these residues to the Protein A binding site is substantially

weaker.

Similar results supporting the coupling between the edge of

the domain interface and the antigen binding site are shown in

Figures 6C and 6D. Here, the phage-displayed scFv library (the

Ds library; Figure S1; Table S1) with four residues in the periph-

eral interdomain interface (Pro-L44, Leu-L46, His-H45, and

Trp-H47; see Figure S4E for structures) randomized with satu-

rated mutagenesis were selected for VEGF binding and Protein

A binding. Again, the sequence preferences of the interface

residues selected for VEGF binding (Figure 6C) are much more

stringent than those selected for Protein A binding (Figure 6D).

The scFv variants selected for VEGF binding bind to both

VEGF and Protein A, and most of the scFv variants selected

for Protein A binding bind only to Protein A, but not to VEGF, indi-

cating that the CDR coupling involves the edge residues of the

interface.

The sequence preference patterns shown in Figures 6A and

6C indicate that the consensus sequence is preferred in the Eq

and Ds positions but is not necessarily the only sequence com-

bination for functional scFv variants binding to VEGF. Alternative

combinations are tolerated in both the Eq positions and Ds

position in the functional scFv variants binding to VEGF. The

alternative sequence combinations were compared with those

observed in the structure-wise equivalent positions in 587 anti-

body structures in the Protein Data Bank with the structural

alignment algorithm implemented in PrISM (Yang and Honig,

2000a, 2000b, 2000c). A total of 22%of the Eq_VEGF sequences

and 9%of theDs_VEGF sequences have never been observed in

known antibody structures. The Eq and Ds sequence tolerance

for the Protein-A-binding variants is even higher: 86% of Eq_PrA

sequences and 54% Ds_PrA sequences have never been

observed in known antibody structures.

The alternative variants, although functional in binding to

Protein A, are largely inferior in thermal stability to that of the

Av1 scFv template encoded with the consensus sequence

(see below). The T50 measurements and the corresponding

sequences determined by Sanger sequencing for the scFv inter-

face variants are shown in Table S6, and the distributions of the

T50’s are plotted in Figures 4B and 4C (data indicated by

Eq_VEGF, Eq_PrA, Ds_VEGF, and Ds_PrA in the x axis of the

figures). Few of these T50’s are significantly higher than that of

the template scFv, indicating that there is not much room for

thermal stability improvement beyond the consensus sequence

in the interface. In addition, although the Eq_PrA and Ds_PrA

sequences are much more diverse, the thermal stabilities of

these variants are also substantially compromised in com-

parison with the template scFv. These results indicate that the

interface residues are coupled strongly to the CDR both struc-

turally and energetically.

It can be envisaged that the interface residues, especially the

central residues with aromatic side chains, determine the relative

orientation between the two variable domains in the antibody,
32 Structure 22, 22–34, January 7, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights
which in turn affects the VEGF binding affinity. These residues

are also coupled with the Protein A binding to a relatively lesser

extent, allowing greater compromise of the protein stability while

retaining the interaction to Protein A. This interpretation is

derived from a large body of evidence (Chailyan et al., 2011;

Narayanan et al., 2009; Teplyakov et al., 2011), indicating that

the VH-VL interface packing configurations are frequently critical

determinants for the shape and disposition of the antigen-

binding sites (Chailyan et al., 2011), and consequently it is

reasonable to anticipate that the interface residue replacements

have more direct impact on the antigen (VEGF) binding than on

the Protein A binding, for which the binding site does not overlap

with the CDRs.

Conclusions
Large-scale sequence information for the functional scFv

variants reveals the set of key residues with equivalent structural

positions in both variable domains in the scFv structure. These

key positions are situated in the core and the interface of the

variable domain structures, but the locations of these key resi-

due positions are not obviously evident from the natural

consensus sequence analysis. The stringent amino acid type

preferences in these positions are by and large consistent with

the consensus sequence of the antibody sequence family and

thus are thought to encode essential structural and functional

information for the variable domains.

The sequence statistics are nevertheless limited in inferring

quantitative scFv stability; thermal stability measurements for

a large number of scFv variants are essential for understanding

the sequence data in terms of thermodynamics. The NGS data

from a large number of scFv variants selected for VEGF binding

have revealed that the residues in the lower hydrophobic core

regions of the variable domains are highly interchangeable

among hydrophobic aliphatic amino acid types. Moreover,

various combinations of the hydrophobic side chains in the

lower hydrophobic core can further optimize the thermal stabil-

ity of the scFv variants above that of the consensus-sequence-

optimized template scFv, as validated by high-throughput

thermal stability measurements shown in Figure 4. Together,

these results suggest that the hydrophobic side-chain packing

specificity of the lower cores in the variable domains is not a

key determinant for the variable domain’s overall structure.

Evidently, multiple hydrophobic core packing configurations,

in terms of side-chain types and conformations, can sustain

the CDRs with similar binding affinity and specificity to the

antigen.

By contrast, the interface residues, especially residues with

aromatic side chains, between the variable domains are highly

conserved and are strongly coupled with the antigen-binding

site formed by the CDRs, and there is little protein stability

margin to be gained by optimizing the consensus interface

residues. These results imply not only that residues in the inter-

domain interface contribute to the thermal stability of the inter-

face, but also that these residues could determine the relative

configurations of the CDR residues, resulting in diversity of the

antigen-recognition capabilities of the CDRs.

Together, the results suggest that the framework hydro-

phobic core residues are coupled indirectly with antigen binding

through energetic stabilization of the protein structures and can
reserved
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frequently be further optimized for antibody stability engineering,

but the interdomain interface residues are directly coupled with

the function of the CDRs and should be treated as an integral

part of the antigen-binding site.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Key methods are very briefly described here. General experimental details are

described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Phage-Displayed scFv Library Construction and Selection

The scFv library construction and the selection procedures followed methods

described previously (Yu et al., 2012).

High-Throughput Thermal Inactivation Measurement

The procedure followed a previously published work (Miller et al., 2010), with

minor modifications.

Information Content from Sequence Profiles

The information content (or relative entropy) Ij at the position j of a multiple

amino acid sequence alignment is defined in Equation 2; the individual

information content dji attributed to amino acid type i at the position j is shown

in Equation 1:

dji =qðj; iÞIj (Equation 1)

Ij =
X20

i =1;qðj;iÞs0

qðj; iÞlog2

qðj; iÞ
pi

; (Equation 2)

where

qðj; iÞ=Cji

Mj

: (Equation 3)

pi is the background probability for amino acid type I, Cji is the count of amino

acid type i at the position j of the multiple alignment, andMj is the total count of

20 natural amino acid residues at the position j of the multiple alignment. The

background probabilities were calculated according to the DNA sequence

statistics from randomly sampled scFv variants after the library constructions;

the statistics are shown in Table S2.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

five figures, and six tables and can be found with this article online at http://
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